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T'IEN-T'AI STUDIES IN  JAPAN 

PAUL L. SWANSON 

Preface : 
The purpose of this bibliographical essay is to provide a brief introduction to 

current T'ien-t'ai X 3  (Jpn. Tendai) studies in Japan for non-Japanese scholars. 
This field, like so many others in Japanese academia, is vast and complicated, 
so I will confine my attention to the philosophical and doctrinal tradition rooted 
in the works of Chih-i (@%., 538-597), the Chinese monk who systematized 
T'ien-t'ai thought and practice. For the purposes of this article I refer to this 
as the "T'ien-t'ai tradition", in contrast to the "Tendai tradition", which I 
define here as the unique developments of the T'ien-t'ai tradition in Japan. I 
will not attempt, for the most part, to cover issues such as institutional history, 
liturgical and ceremonial details, or art, nor the unique developments in Japan, 
such as the role of esoteric Buddhism (mikkj6 @#A, or taimitsu +$). I will also 
concentrate on books which (though often expensive) are still available in book- 
stores, and not refer (except in special cases) to the vast amount of material in va- 
rious academic journals. Even so I cannot hope to be comprehensive, and I beg 
the indulgence of Japanese scholars whose names or work I may inexplicately omit. 

This article consists of three parts: 1) a brief outline of the history of T'ien- 
t'ai studies in Japan; 2) a list of the major primary sources and secondary studies 
and journals concerning T'ien-t'ai available in Japan today, and 3) further in- 
formation on current scholarship such as the academic institutions which p r~v ide  
support for T'ien-t'ai studies, the scholars associated with these institutions, and 
recent trends in the academic study of T'ien-t'ai philcsophy. 

I. A Short History of T'ien-t'ai Studies inJapan. 

T'ien-t'ai texts were available in Japan lay before the Tendai school was 
founded on Mt. Hiei by Dengyo Daishi @@A6fi (Saicho S'B, 767-822).1 T'ien- 
t'ai texts were undoubtedly imported from China soon after the official introduc- 
tion of Buddhism to Japan in the 6th century A.D.2 along with other Buddhist 
texts and materials. The first Japanese monk known to have studied T'ien-t'ai 
in China was Gyoga (6g, 729-803), a Hosso :&@ monk from the Nara temple 
Gango-ji ZW+. He is said to have "gone to T'ang China and studied both 
Fa-hsiang and T'ien-t'ai traditionsn3 for several years. The most prominent 

1)  This outline is based on Hazama Jiko's short history of the Tendai school, Tendaisliushi Gaisz- 
tsu, by Hazama Jik6 with notes by Okubo Ryiijun, T6kyii: Daiz6 Shuppan, reprint 1984, which 
should be consulted for details. (Hereafter referred to as "I-Iazama".) 

2) The earliest extant document which n~entions a T'ien-t'ai text is dated 740 A.D. See Hazama, 
5-55. 

3) See biography in the Honchd Kdsdden $$n&fEfi?$ (Biogmofihies of Eminent Monlh in J.?i;on!. in 
the Dainifipon Bf~kkya <mshu [DZB], L'o! 102, T6ky6: hfeirh6 FukyGkai, 98. 
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figure associated with T'ien-t'ai before Saich6 was Chien-chen (Jpn. Ganjin, 
EB, 688-763). Although he is more famous as the Vinaya master who lost his 
sight during his many attempts to reach Japan and properly transmit the pre- 
cepts to this country, Chien-chen was philosophically a T'ien-t'ai master who 
had received instruction directly from the fourth T'ien-t'ai patriarch Hung- 
ching (%%). He also brought a considerable collection of T'ien-t'ai texts with 
him to Japan, and it was probably due to this transmission that Saichij came into 
contact with the T'ien-t'ai tradition.4 

The most important figure in the history of T'ien-t'ai in Japan is, of course, 
Saichb, who traveled to T'ang China and Mt. T'ien-t'ai in 804 to transmit the 
T'ien-t'ai tradition to Japan and establish the Japanese Tendai school on hlt. 
Hiei. He brought back with him many important T'ien-t'ai texts along vvith 
other texts concerning esoteric Buddhism and the Vinaya. Thus the Japanese 
Tendai school was established with four "pillars" : 1) esoteric Buddhism (nzikkyo) ; 
2) Zen, or meditation; 3) the precepts, namely the Bodhisattva precepts; and 
4) the "perfect" (PJ) teachings of T'ien-t'ai proper, which provided the basis 
and inner consistancy for binding all of these elements into a comprehensive 
and integrated unity.5 The independence of the Tendai school was officially 
recognized to some extent in 306 when two annual ordinands (nernbundosha) were 
assigned to the Tendai school, one to study the Mahavairocana Sutra and one to 
study the M o  ho chih kuan @zqk?&. Full independmce was recognized a week 
after Saichij's death in 822, when the court approved his petition for autonomous 
ordination of the Mshayana precepts on Mt. Hiei. 

Saichij also visited the Kantij area during his life to propogate the Tendai 
teachings. Here his interpretations were challenged by the Hossij monk Toku- 
ichi (Ed, 749?-824-?), specifically concerning the meaning of Buddha-nature. 
Tokuichi supported the Yogacara interpretation of five gotras, or five inherent 
potentials latent in sentient beings, including the icchantika who have no potential 
for attaining Buddhahood. S a i c h ~  championed universal Buddhahood from 
the standpoint and authority of the Lotus Sutra. Japanese scholars believe that 
this debate between Saicho and Tokuichi, which consisted of numerous texts 
written responsively, was the high point in Buddhist doctrinal history concern- 
ing the Buddha-nature.6 

After Saicho's death the Tzndai school continued to gain in influence acd 
popularity. Ennin (PJf;, 794-864) and Enchin (PJ& 814-891) visited China 
to study and strengthen their schools position with regard to esoteric Buddhist 
doctrine and practice. This "tilt" toward mikkyi climaxed doctrinally with the 
work of Annen (gg, 841-889?), who, despite the fact that he was a Tendai 
monk, went so far as to claim that "Shingon" esoteric Buddhism was superior 

4) For details see e.g. Ishida hfizumaro ZH@i@, Ganjin: Sono Kairitsu ShisoLE : %07&RE*4, 
Takyii: Daiza Shuppan, 1974, especially 227-241. 

5) See Hazama, 88ff. 
6) For details see the classic study on Buddha-nature by Tokiwa Daijb R&kB, B2c(.d~d no ITm- 

k ~ i i  @&OWE, T ~ k y 6  : Xokusho Rankdiai (reprint), 1972 : see especially 3 13-387. 
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to T'ien-t'ai proper.7 
There were other movements in Japanese Tendai during the Heian period 

(866-1 185). Sob (#@, 831-918) established the ascetic practice of walking and 
performing other practices in the mountains, a movement centered at Mudo-ji 
&B+, south of the main temple complex on Mt. Hiei, and which influenced 
the development of Shugendb @&%. T'ien-t'ai texts such as the Ailo ho chih kuan 
were studied and widely known. Pure Land practices transmitted by Ennin 
from h4t. MTu-t'ai EBm in China were taking root. Nevertheless the Tendai 
establishment became increasingly degenerate through political appointments 
and intrigue, catering to secular needs with esoteric rituals and ceremonies, 
and the accumulation of power and wealth. The trend was resisted for a while 
by Ryogen (.@:&, 912-985) who served as the 13th Tendai Abbot (zasu &&) 
from 966 to 985. Ryogen introduced the "26-Article Regulations" which at- 
tempted to encourage scholarship and a stricter religious life. He also attempted 
to shift the emphasis of the Tendai school away from rnikkp to T'ien-t'ai proper. 
Ryogen's disciple Genshin (WE, 942-101 7 ) ,  most famous as the compiler of 
Pure Land texts in the Ojijyoshzi (@&%4), was a great T'ien-t'ai scholar whose 
many works include the Ichijii Yiiketsu (--@B&, "Essentials of Ekayana). 

The Hymn to Inherent Enlightenment ($@@), one of the earliest of the "hongaku" 
texts, is attributed (somewhat doubtfully) to Ry6gen.s This philosophy of in- 
herent enlightenment ($,R,F,E) taught that all beings are inherently endowed. 
with enlightenment and are Buddhas just as they are, and merely need to realize 
this fact. This philosophy gained in popularity from the late Heian to Kamakura 
periods, and influenced many of the Kamakura founders such as Honen '&%, 
Shinran $$!&? and Nichiren El g. 

Although there were many signs of degeneration and secularization in the 
Tendai establishment as the Heian period came to an end, there was also some 
meticulous scholarship. Most outstanding was the detailed commentaries on the 
major works of Chih-i by Hbchibo Shoshin (g&gBJEi, dates uncertain; -1 190- 
1198-), including the Hokke Gengi Shiki ( ~ ~ % B ~ $ L ~ Z ) ,  the Shikan Bugyii Shiki 
(&@@fi$L$Z) and Hokkesho Shiki (&$&$Li\XZ). I t  is said of Shbshin that he was 
so involved in his studies that he did not know of the contemporary struggle 
between the Taira and Minamoto families, equivalent to a German scholar in 
the 1940's being unaware of World War 11.9 

The 13th century saw the birth of the "new" Pure Land schools of Honen and 
Shinran, the Zen schools of Dbgen sz and Eisai $@@, and Nichiren, all origi- 
nally Tendai monks. These schools all emphasized one facet of the syncretistic 
and comprehensive Tendai tradition. 

Another figure who stands out from this period is Jien (g PJ, 1 155-1 !B5), a 
Tendai Abbot who lamented the decadence of his age and attempted to revive 

7) For details see Hazama, 104-120. 
8) For this and other hon,qzkzr texts see Trndni Hon~gciliu Ron, Nihon Shisa Taikei Series \'ol. 9, 

ed., Tada Karyu, Okubo RyBjun, Tamura Yoshira, and Asai End8 B#PJE, TGky6: Iwanami 
Shotm,  1973. 

9) See Hazama, 163. 
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the precepts and sound scholarship. His Gukansho (W,Z#), an early history of 
Japan and an analysis of contemporary secular struggles and problems, reflected 
the view prevalent in that day that it was the degenerate Agc of the Latter Law 
(mappo $.E). 

Further efforts to revive the Mahayana precepts and encourage a stricter 
morality were made by K ~ e n  (BPJ, 1263-131 7), who developed a ceremony 
(kaikanjo &@%) combining the precepts with mikbo elements, and Ejin (%a, 
1281-13581, whose efforts on behalf of the Mahayana precepts won the admira- 
tion and support of Emperor Godaigo. A bit later Shinzei (E@, 1443-1492) 
emphasized the importance of both the precepts and chanting the Nembutsu 
(kaishonimon % @ I P S ) .  In  general the period between the 14th and 16th cen- 
turies saw little good scholarship and no momentous developments in T'ien-t'ai 
doctrine. I n  fact the Tendai school reached its nadir in 1571 when Oda Nobuna- 
ga burned down the Tendai headquarters on hat. Hiei, killing thousands of 
residents. 

The destruction of the Tendai establishment on Mt. Hiei did not spell the end 
of Tendai in Japan, for there were many other centers with long Tendai tradi- 
tions. Even Mt. Hiei was rebuilt quickly with the support of Toyotomi Hideyoshi 
and the Tokugawa family. More important, though, was the Tendai tradition 
in the Kant6 area, especially after Edo (now T6ky6) became the center of Japa- 
nese life with the establishment of the Tokugawa Shogunate. Tokugawa Ieyasu, 
the founder of this Edo Shogunate, was a strong supporter of Tenkai (x&, ?- 
1642). Tenkai was a great scholar who attempted to revive T'ien-t'ai proper and 
contributed greatly to the revival of Tendai in the Kant6 area, which came to 
rival and eventually surpass that on htt .  Hiei. I n  1637 he began a project to 
print the entire Buddhist Tripitaka, a task which eventually produced the canon 
known as the Tenkai edition in 6.323 fascicles, finished in 1648. Tenkai's temple 
in Edo, the Kan'ei-ji (%&+), became the Kant6 headquarters of the Tendai 
school and was called the "Eastern Hiei". I n  fact, it was located to the northeast 
of the Edo castle, just as Mt. Hiei is to the northeast of Ky6to. Tenkai was also 
in charge of the Tendai temple a t  Nikk6, which eventually became the final 
resting place for Ieyasu. 

Tendai/TYien-t'ai scholarship, along with schola.rly pursuits in general, pros- 
pered during the T o k u g a ~ a  period (1600-1868). One mo~~ement  worthy of note 
is the Anraku school (gF&f) of Myoryu (@)& 1637-1690) and Reiku ('&g, 
1652-1 739). They urged a revival of the precepts based on the Vinoya in Four 
Parts10 in response to what they perceived as decadence encouraged by the 
philosophy of inherent enlightenment. They also propagated the T'ien-t'ai 
philosophy of Chih-li (XU$& 960-1028). This school was instrumental in reviving 
T'ien-t'ai philosophy. especially the interpretations of Chili-li, and encouraged 
a return to a stricter morzl life style. I t  was from around this time that the Pien- 
t'ai ssu chiao i X+m&f& of Chegwan :@a began to be used as an introduction to 
T'ien-t'ai philosophy. 

10) LEIgfP, T. 22, No. 1428, 567-1014. the Dharrnagupta \.ina:.a 
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The modern period (1868-present) is marked by the introduction of Western 
influence and scholarship. Universities were established along Western lines and 
the Tendai tradition reexamined from the wider perspective of Indian and 
Chinese Buddhism. The collected works of major figures such as Saicho, Genshin, 
Enchin, and so forth, as well as collections of T'ien-tYai/Tendai works, were 
compiled and published. I n  the following sections I will outline the major works 
on T'ien-t'ai Buddhism which are still available in bookstores today, the institu- 
tions where T'ien-t'ai is studied, and the major Japanese scholars involved in 
T'ien-t'ai studies. 

11. Bibliography of T'ien-t'ai Materials. 

A. Primary Texts. 

1 .  Taisho Shinshu Daizokjii [;kiEgT@k$&f$], ed. and comp. by Takakusu 
Junjiro ~ $ f i l l R & @ ,  Watanabe Kaigyoku et. al., Tokyo: Taisho Is- 
saikyo Kankokai kIE--9J@T06&, 1924- 1934. 

This most basic and widely used collection of the Chinese Buddhist canon 
contains many of the central T'ien-t'ai texts. The most important volumes are: 

Volume 33, which contains Chih-i's Fa hua hiian i (No. 1716, $&$Z%), 
followed by Chan-jan's commentary, the Fa hua hsiian i shih ch'ien (No. 1717). 
Chih-i's commentary on the Jen wang ching (No. 1705) is also included. 

Volume 34, which contains Chih-i's Fa hua wen chii (No. 1718, : & % X ~ J ) ,  
followed by Chan-jan's commentary, the Fa hua wen chii chi (No. 1719). Also in- 
cluded are other commentaries by Chih-i (Nos. 1726, 1728) with sub-commen- 
taries by Chih-li (Nos. 1727, 1729). 

Volume 38 contains Kuan-ting's (@%) commentaries on the Mahaparinir- 
vana Sutra (Nos. 1765, 1967) and one of Chih-i's commentaries on the Vimala- 
kirtinirdeia ,Sutrn (No. 1 777). 

Volume 39 contains commentaries on various Sutras by Chih-i and sub-com- 
mentaries by later T'ien-t'ai scholars. 

Volume 46 consists wholly of works by T'ien-t'ai scholars, beginning with 
Chih-i's iMo ho chih kuan (No. 191 1, @sk&) and Chan-jan's commentary (NO. 
19 12). This volume also includes the T'ien-t'ai ssu chiao i (No. 193 1, X*i.e4$!%), 
works by Hui-ssu g,e, (Nos. 1923, 1924, 1933), the biographical Kuo ch'ing pai 
l~ (NO. 1934, E!l@j3$$$), and many other important works. 

Other collections of the Buddhist canon such as the Nihotz Baiziiky5 ( E * k  
?&$Z!), Tokyo : Suzuki Research Foundation re-edition 1977, in 100 Volumes; 
and the Dai Nihon zokwokyii (A &+&?&@), reprint, Tokyo: Kokusho kanko 
kai HBIfiJfi&, in 100 Volumes, contain many T'ien-t'ai works which are not 
available in the Taishii. 

2. Bukkyo Taikei (@&j&), ed. Bukkyo Taikei Kankokai IflJfjf$, 65 Vols., 
Tokyo: Nakayama Shobo +mSE, (reprint) 1978. 

This series is a compilation of major Buddhist works along with their classical 
commentaries for handy reference, and includes Chih-i's three major works in 
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better editions than those included in the Taisho [these are also reprinted as 
Tendai Daishi zenshu ( x & k @ f  s), Tokyo: Nihon Bussho Kank~kai  B $@ 
ST!It7@] : 

A. Hokke Gengi $53Z2& (Vols. 18-22). 
These volumes contain the original text of the Fa hua hsiian i and four major 

commentaries: 1 Fa hua hsiian i shih ch'ien (&%&sf$$&), 2 Hokke Gengi 
Shiki (EZ@gB%L,zZ), 3 Hokke Gengi Shakusen Kogi (%&Z@BZ@f&RS), and 
4 Hokke Gengi Shakusen Kojutsu ($!@%%@@%%). 

B. Makashikan @$Jk@ (Vols. 23-27). 
These volumes contain the original text of the M o  ha chih kuan and four major 

commentaries: 1 Chih kuan f u  hsing ch'uan hung chueh (fi$@@fT[$&&), 2 
Shikan Bugyo Shiki (kB$Bty$LzZ), 3 Shikan Bugyo Kcji  (kg$$& j %&), and 
4 Shikan Bugyo Kojutsu (k%%473$3). 

C. Hokke Mongu &Z@ZGJ. 
Just released last year (1985), these volumes contain the original text of 

Kumarajiva's Lotus Sutra and the Fa hua wen chii, with four sub-commentaries: 
1 Fa hua wen chii chi (s$Z.'u7gZ) by Chan-jan, 2 Hokkesho Shiki ($k.Z@&&fZ), 
3 Hokke Mongu-ki Koroku ( ~ Z ~ ~ @ z Z ~ $ $ ) ,  and 4 Hokke Mongu-ki IGigi 

( & g 2 Q g Z s g ) .  
3. Dai Nihon Bukl;yo zensho (A El $($'@?&B, "Collected Works of Japanese 

Buddhism"), 150 Volumes, reprint, Tokyo : Meicho Fukyiikai gsW&, 1983. 
This large collection bears witness to the vast amount of Buddhist scholar- 

ship contributed by the Japanese through the ages. Volumes 15-33 in particular 
contain T'ien-tYai/Tendai related works. 

4. Dengyo Daishi zenshu (B+TkE$fb), 5 Volumes, Tokyo: Nihon Bussho 
Kankbkai B *@g'F[liS@, 1966. 

The collected works of Dengyb Daishi Saicho. 
5. Eshin Sozu zenshu (&t.@gj3+%), 5 Volumes, reprint, Kyoto: Shibunkaku 

Shuppan ,@,2B$K, 1985. 
The collected works of Genshin. 
6. Tendai-shu zensho (X+%eS), 25 Volumes, Tokyo: Daizo A@ Shuppan, 

1936. 
Collected works of the Japanese Tendai school. 
7. gokuyaku Issaikyo (@$T+ZlB), 150 Volumes, Tokyo : Daito A s  Shuppan. 
The ')omikudashi" Japanese translation, with some notes, of many Buddhist 

texts, which for the Westerner is often more difficult to decipher than the original 
Chinese. Includes the Fa hua h.tiian i (Kyoshobu #ZB$! No. l ) ,  M o  ho chih kuan 
(Shoshiibu No. 3), and the Fa hua wen chii (Kybshobu No. 2). 

8. Tendai Shikyiigi (X&i.PZ$%%), ed. Sekiguchi Shindai (l u Bk), Tokyb : 
Sankib6 mL1$%-, reprint, 1977. 

An inexpensive, yet sturdy, paperback edition of the T'ien-t'ai ssu chiao i, 
with many helpful charts and outlines. Also includes an introduction and notes 
by Sekiguchi. 

9. Tendai Shoshikan (X.=;~J\rtB), ed. Sekiguchi Shindai, TiSky6: Iwanami 
Bunko $?$$TI&, 1974. 
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An excellent and very inexpensive paperback edition of the T'ien-t'ai hsiao 
chih kuan, with notes and modern Japanese translation by Sekiguchi. 

10. Makashikan (@$J&g), 3 volumes, ed. Sekiguchi Shindai, Tbkyb: Iwanami 
Bunko, 1966. 

Same as No. 9, for the M o  ho chih kuan. 
1 1. Gendaigoyaku Tendai Shoshikan, trans. Sekiguchi Shindai, Tokyo : Daitb 

Shuppan, 1978. 
A straight modern Japanese language translation of the T'ien-t'ai hsiao chih 

kuan. 

B. Reference Works. 

1. Sh6wa Genson Tendai Shoseki Sog6 Mokuroku (B@BGX&t%$$e El $$, 
"A Complete Catalogue of Texts of the Tendai Sect Extant in the Shbwa 
Era"), in 3 Volumes, ed. Shibuya Rybtai &$$E%, reprint, Kybto: Hozokan 
,Z@E, 1978. 

This is a massive catalogue of texts related to the Tendai tradition which are 
extant and maintained, but not necessarily available for examination, at various 
temples, universities, libraries, and research centers throughout Japan. 

2. Makarhikan Ichiji Sakuin (@$J&@J-%%G I), ed. Yamada Kazuo (u H%u&), 
Tokyo: Daisan Bummeisha sJ;_-ka@t, 1985. 

A word for word index to the entire M o  ho chih kuan. Just released (1985) and 
very handsome but expensive (%38,000). 

3. Saich8 Jiten (EBSE), ed. Tamura K6ya (H+;f$&G), Tokya : Tokybdb 
Shuppan R g B ~ K ,  1979. 

A small but handy dictionary centered on Saicho which naturally but not 
comprehensively includes many T'ien-t'ai terms. The lack of a comprehensive 
dictionary of T'ien-t'ai terminology, along the lines of those on the Zen or Pure 
Land traditions, is a large gap in Japanese T'ien-t'ai scholarship. 

Secondary Sources. 

I. Historical 

1. Hazama Jiko (@%a), with notes by Okubo Ryojun fCAR&llA, Tendai- 
shuslzi Gaisetsu (%+sg@fW),  Tokyo : Daizo Shuppan, 1969. 

A brief but excellent history of the Japanese Tendai school, with the first three 
chapters outlining the history of the T'ien-t'ai tradition in China and Korea. 

2. Kyado Jikb ( g P % % ) ,  Tendai Daishi no Sh6gai (X&ARD&E),  Tbkyb : 
Regulus Library No. 38, 1975. 

A handy and inexpensive paperback biography of Chih-i, with helpful maps, 
illustrations, and pictures. 

3. Nakao Shunbaku (@E@@), Nihon Shoki Tendai no Kenkyi ( E  $ a a X & D  
@%), Kybto: Nagata Bunshad6 &Hf tg%,  1973. 

Studies on various early aspects of the Japanese Tendai school. 
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4. Tamura Yoshiro (El$$%@) and Nitta Masaaki (KBlES), Chigi, Jim- 
butsu: Chugoku no Bukkyo A@: +aO{$& Series, Tokyo: Daizo Shuppan, 
1982. 

A combination biography of Chih-i and introduction to his philosophy by two 
eminent Japanese Tendai scholars. 

11. Doctrinal. 

1. And6 Toshio (gB@@), Tendaigaku ( X 3 @ ) ,  Kyoto: Heirakuji Shoten 
F 4 3 3 & ,  1969. 

The best detailed and scholarly introduction to T'ien-t'ai philosophy. 
2. . . ., Tendaigaku Ronshii (X+@s%), Kyoto: Heirakuji Shoten, 1975. 
A posthumous collection of essays on T'ien-t'ai philosophy subtiled "Shikan 

to Jodo" (kB2 @&), L'on Samatha-vi@aSyana and the Pure Land". 
3. . . ., Tendai Shiso-shi (Z+ ,E ,ge ) ,  Kyoto: Hozokan, 1959. 
Essays on T'ien-t'ai philosophy by one of the leading T'ien-t'ai scholars of to- 

day. 
4. . . ., Tendai Shiigu Shiso Ron (~&[$&,@,~$&), Kyoto : Hbzbkan, 1953. 
One of the best studies of Chinese T'ien-t'ai thought, especially with regard 

to it's later development in competition with Hua-yen. Also available in Taiwan 
in a "pirated" modern Chinese translation! 

5 .  Fukuda Gyaei (@mg%),  Tendaigaku Gairon (Z+E$ii&&), Tokyo : Sanseido 
3gB, 1954 (Bun'ichi Shuppan, reprint, 1972). 

A massive study of various doctrinal aspects of the T'ien-t'ai tradition. 
6. Hibi Sensho ( El .!k53), Todai Tendaigaku Josetsu (gR%+SBs), Tokyo: 

Sankibo, 1966. 
A detailed study of the life and work of Chan-jan, the sixth T'ien-t'ai patriarch 

and early commentator and authority on Chill-i's works. Subtitled "Studies on 
the Writings of Chan-jan". 

7. . . ., Todai Tendaigaku Kenkyii (@RZ+@@3:), Tokyo: Sankibo, 1966. 
Further detailed studies on Chan-jan. Subtitled "An Examination of Chan- 

jan's Doctrine". 
8. Ishizu Teruo (6gRW%), Tendai Jissoron no Kenkyii (Z.iiI.R$Q%OR%), 

Kyoto : Sobunsha @]%$I, 1980. 
An interesting study of T'ien-t'ai concepts from a different perspective; by a 

philosopher, not a Buddhologist. 
9. Kamata Shigeo (@EH5@), Tendai Shisa flyiirnon (E+,E\EAFq), Tokyo: 

Kodansha %&$, 1984. 
A paperback introduction to T'ien-t'ai philosophy, limited by the fact that it 

takes the form of lectures on the Tendai section of the Hasshii K 9 8  (/A%@@). 
10. Kusaka Daichi (B TAB), Taigaku Shishin (+@E$t), Kyoto: Hya'ka-en 

B$E, reprint, 1976. 
Studies on various aspects of the T'ien-t'ai tradition, including an outline of the 

Fa hua hsiian i. 
11. Nitta Masaaki, Tendai Jiss6ron no Kenkyii (X+~$BZPDWR), Kyoto: 
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Heirakuji Shoten, 1981. 
A recent study of Chih-i's thought as it developed through his life as revealed 

in a chronological study of his lectures and writings. 
12. . . ., Tendai Tetsugaku ~Vyiimon (X&@E$!As9), Tokyo: Regulus Library 

No. 72, 1977. 
A good paperback introduction to T'ien-t'ai philosophy. 
13. Sasaki Kentoku (& .t *%@), Tendai Kyiigaku (X+&@), Kyoto : Hya'ka- 

en, 1963. 
A traditional introduction to T'ien-t'ai philosophy, with emphasis on the 

T'ien-t'ai classification system of the "Five Periods and Eight Teachings". 
14. Sat6 Tetsuei (&Egg), Zoku Tendai Daishi no Kenkyii (@ . X3;.k&?64>@+%), 

Kyoto : Hya'ka-en, 1981. 
Important studies on early Chinese T'ien-t'ai by one of the foremost T'ien- 

t'ai scholars in Japan. A companion volume to Sat6's earlier study on Chih-i's 
life and work (see under 111.4 below). 

1 5. Sekiguchi Shindai, ed., Tendai Kjiigaku no Kenkyii (X+&@?64>$7{%), 
Tokyo: Daito Shuppan, 1978. 

A full collection of essays on the problem of the "Five Periods and Eight 
Teachings" classification system. This volume contains Sekiguchi's controversial 
work on the subject, responses by various scholars, and rebuttals, counter- 
rebuttals, and arguments and counterarguments by Sat6 Tetsuei, Asada Ma- 
sahira @DIE@ and Sekiguchi himself. 

16. . . ., Tendai Shikan no Kenkyu (X+~t$@,?64>@%), Tokyo : Iwanami Shoten, 
1969. 

A collection of essays on the T'ien-t'ai interpretation and practice of Samatha- 
vipaoana. 

17. Shimaji Tait6 (&&A%), Tendai Kyiigakushi (XS$!@E), reprint (Volume 
9 of the "Gendai Bukkyo Meicho Zenshu" %R@$kg?&?+%), Tokyo: Ryobun- 
kan @%Eg, 1982. 

A classic study of the history of T'ien-t'ai doctrine in China and Japan. 
18. Tamaki Koshiro (%&@a@), Shin HaJaku no Tenkai ( I G E ~ D R ~ ) ,  

Tokyo : Sankibo, 196 1. 
A "study of the development of mind" in Chinese T'ien-t'ai thought by an 

eminent Buddhologist. 
19. Tamura Yoshiro and Umehara Takeshi, zettai no Shinri (@$!$DEE), 

Bukkyo no Shiso @&4>,E,K? Series No. 5, Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten @Jllgg, 
1970. 

An introduction to the T'ien-t'ai tradition for the non-specialist. The first 
half is an  outline of T'ien-t'ai teachings by Tamura, and the second half an  
informal discussion by the two authors. 

20. Uesugi Bunshti (kt+*%), Nihon Tendai-shi (B$X3*), 2 Volumes, 
Tokyo; Kokusho Kankokai HBTU$y@, reprint, 1972. 

A detailed doctrinal history of Japanese Tendai, with a long introductory 
section (about 150 pages) on Chinese T'ien-t'ai. Volume 2 contains the index 
and miscellaneous articles, charts, primary texts, and illustrations. 
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2 1. Yamaguchi Kben (Ill XPJ), Tendai Gaisetsu (Xk.t$Es), Kyoto: Hbzokan, 
1967. 

A brief outline of T'ien-t'ai philosophy, doctrine and practice from the 
traditional perspective of the "Five Periods and Eight Teachings" classification 
system. 

22. . . ., Tendai JiidiikyB Shi (X-=f.@&ge),  Kybto : Hbzbkan, 1967. 
Essays on Pure Land thought in the T'ien-t'ai tradition. 

111. Textual Studies. 

1. Hirai Shun'ei (F#-@%), Hokke Mongu no Seiritsu ni Kansuru ICEnkyi (%$* 
@ O ~ i 2 t . ~ ~ ~ b @ R ) ,  Tokyo: Shunjiisha $&\ifd, 1985. 

A study of the Fa hua wen chii, focusing on its relation to the work of Chi-tsang 
&B, the founder of Sanlun 326. This is an important work, for it shows that 
many parts of the Fa hua wen chu quote or borrow from Chi-tsang's commentaries 
on the Lotus Szitra. These were most likely added by Kuan-ting or later scholars, 
not Chih-i himself, but it raises the important question of how much and which 
sections of Chih-i's lectures (including the Fa hua hsuan i and M o  ho chih kuan) 
are accurate reflections of Chih-i's original work. 

2. Ikeda Rosan (&BI@@), Kokusei Hyakuroku no Kenkyii (@j$$B&4>@%), 
Tbkyb : Daizb Shuppan, 1985. 

The first detailed study and translation of the biographical records of Chih-i 
in the Kuo ch'ing pao lu. Contains a long introductory study with charts and bio- 
graphies of important figures, and then an annotated translation of the text. 

3. Inaba Enjb (@gPJfiQ, Tendai Shiky8gi Shinshaku (X&P4$k@R@), Kyat0 : 
Hozokan, 195 1. 

The best modern commentary on the I'ien-t'ai ssu chiao i. 
4. Sat6 Tetsuei, Tendai Daishi no Kenkyii (X+j$lfiO@f%), .Kyoto: Hya'ka-en, 

1961. 
The most authoritative Japanese study on Chih-i's life and work. Contains a 

detailed study on the life of Chih-i which provides the basis for dating and 
ordering his work. Sat6 then outlines and comments on the content and signi- 
ficance of each of Chih-i's works. 

5 .  Sekiguchi Shindai, Tendai Shshikan no kTenkyzi (X3/J\k$&O@%), Tbky6: 
Risbsha, 1954. 

Detailed and authoritative studies on the T'ien-t'ai hsiao chih-kuan, and a n  
examination of the history of meditation in China. 

6. Tada Kbshb (+BI%iE), Hokke Gengi ( E S z g ) ,  Butten Koza {$$$tiis@ 
Series No. 26, Tiikyb: Daizo Shuppan, 1985. 

An annotated translation of the first introductory section of the Fa hug hsuan i. 

D. Journals 

1. Tendai Gakuhii (Z#$@i). 
Annual journal : 1985 = Volume 28. 



I'ien-t'ai Studies in Japan 

Edited by the Tendai Association of Buddhist Studies 
c/o Tendai Association-Taisho University 
3-20- 1, Nishisugamo, Toshima-ku, Tokyo. 
X-i3@& . A ~ E A B ~ % Z B P ~ & E E ~ I ~  3-20-1 
A scholarly journal dedicated to articles on the T'ien-t'ai/Tendai tradition. 

2. Eizan Gakuin Kenkyu KG6 (@WBEW%$Z-@). 
Annual journal: 1985 = Volume 8. 
Published by the College of Eizan Gakuin. 
1,718 Sakamoto Honmachi, Otsu-shi, Shiga-ken 520-01. 
@LLI@REBRA'&~~@~$$~S 1718 
The journal of the Tendai college affiliated with the Tendai sect, located a t  the 

foot of Mt. Hiei. 
3. Tendai (%+I. 

Published twice a year: 1985 = Volumes 9 and 10, by Nakayama Shobij, 
2-14-4 Yushima, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113 +CLJB~, T 113 R%@%$ZEi%&?j 
2- 14-4. 

A magazine-journal on Tendai for the non-specialist of generally high quality. 
Each issue is dedicated to one topic, such as "Tendai and Kamakura Buddhism", 
"Tendai Practice", "The Roots of Tendai in the Kantij Area", and "Tendai 
Art". There are also scholarly, serialized articles and research reports such as 
an index to all references quoted in the lllo ho chih kuan. 

111. Current Scholarship. 

1. Academic Institutions and Contemporary T'ien-t'ai Scholars. 

A. Eizan Gakuin [gW@E] 
1,718 Sakamoto Honmachi, 
Ohtsu-shi, Shiga-ken 520-01, Tel. 0775-78-0029. 
This small college at the eastern foot of hft. Hiei is affiliated with the Tendai 

establishment on Mt. Hiei. I t  publishes an annual journal, the Eizan Gakuin 
Kenkyu Kiy6, and has sponsored the publication of books such as Dengyi Daishi no 
Kenkyu [@$kjig$O@f%], 2 Volumes, ed. Tendai Gakkai, T ~ k y o :  Waseda 
University Press, 1973. The faculty includes Kiyota Jaku'un [$$B@Z] and 
Take Kakucho [&RQ]. 

B. Komazawa University [qjiTf;@] 
1-23-1 Komazawa 
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 154 %Z&EH,"E,R 1-23-1. 
This is a private university affiliated with the Sot6 school of Zen Buddhism. 

The major T'ien-t'ai specialist here is Ikeda Rosan [&61B@], who has recently 
published his translation and studies of the Kuo ch'ing pao lun. His ongoing pro- 
ject is a study of later T'ien-t'ai philosophy, especially the work of Chih-li. 
He has privately published two volumes of Chih-li's work entitled Shimei Sonja 
Ky6gy6rokii no Kenkyu (a Plg%$J$j $i$O@f$), an annotated translation of the 
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Ssu-ming tsun-che chiao hsing 121. Also at Komazawa is Hirai Shun'ei [+#@,XI, a 
Sanlun specialist, who recently published a study of the Fa hua wen chii (see 
Bibliography above). 

C. Kyoto University [%@A$] 
This prestigious national university has no T'ien-t'ai specialist per se, but 

Yanagida Seizan [@PH%CLI], the famous ChYan/Zen specialist, is working on 
early Ch'an and has clarified the relationship between T'ien-t'ai and the em- 
ergence of the Ch'an movement. 

D. Otani University [k&kE$] 
22 Kamifusa-cho, Koyama 
Kita-ku, Kyoto 603 Zi;rltPZJtE/J\ak$@J 
4 small private university affiliated with the Higashi Hongan-ji Shinshfi 

R$L@j+Eg. The work on T'ien-t'ai at Otani by And6 Toshio is now carried 
on by Fukushima Kosai [@&j'L%], one of the top contemporary Japanese T'ien- 
t'ai specialists. He has to his credit numerous excellent articles such as "Myoho 
to shite no Enyu-santai to sorzo Shisoteki Haikei" && 2  L T 4) E@Zs 2  ;i- 4) ,PyE89 
$$= in the Otani Daigaku Kenkyii Nenpo k@k@Wr3E+$@, No. 28, 1976, 2-42; 
"Chigi no Gonjitsu-nichi-ron" @ ~ ~ O @ ~ I @ ~ i %  in the Bukkyogaku Seminar {%$kg 
-JZ < -f---, No. 27, 1978, 10-22; "Chigi no Kannoron to sono Shisoteki Haikei" 
~%4)&@$&2-?4),~&!~~~ in Otani Gakuho k@$3$@, No. 49-4, 1970, 36- 
49; and so forth. Shirato Waka [B&h;la] teaches courses in Japanese 
Tendai. 

E. Rissho University [YZEk@] 
4-2- 16 Ozaki, 
Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141 %ggPa"aBEk@ 4-2-16 
This private university is affiliated with the Nichiren school and thus has a 

strong interest in the T'ien-t'ai/Tendai tradition. The faculty includes Hibi 
Sensh6 ( El tLglE) and Tamura Yoshiro (El#$%@). Tamura is a honguku shiso 
specialist whose major work is Kamakura Shin-Bukkjo no Kenkyii, Kyoto: Heirakuji 
Shoten, 1965, a study of the influence of the Tendai philosophy of inherent en- 
lightenment (hongaku shire), but has also written much on other T'ien-t'ai related 
topics. 

F. Ryfikoku University [%$$A@] 
67 Tsukamoto-ch6, Fukakusa 
Fushimi-ku, Kyijto 6 12 g&fifR#!X'R$X%j&& 67 
This private university is affiliated with the Nishi Honganji Shinshii. The 

faculty once included Yamaguchi Koen and Sat6 Tetsuei, whose tradition is now 
carried on by Asada Masahiro [@HiEt$]. Asada participated in the Sekiguchil 
Sat6 debate on the T'ien-t'ai ssu chiao i and the "Five Periods and Eight Teach- 
ings" doctrinal classification system, and has also written widely on T'ien-t'ai 
and Tendai topics. 
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G. Taisho University [kE j; 3 1  
3-29- 1, Nishisugamo 
Toshima-ku, Tiikyo 
This institution provides many courses and has a large number of T'ien-t'ai 

specialists, which is to be expected since it is a private university affiliated with 
the Tendai, Shingon, and Jodo schools. Sekiguchi Shindai was affiliated with 
this institution for much of his career. At present there are a number of top 
'T'ien-t'ai specialists at  work here. Okubo Ryiijun (k~#&Jl~)  has written many 
carefully researched articles, mostly on Japanese Tendai but also on Chinese 
T'ien-t'ai, such as "Kongobeiron to D a i j ~  Kishinron to no Kankei" &mfi$$i&k kg& 
(g-zh 2 o m @ ,  in the Tendai Gakuho X+Ej3.@, No. 3, 1961. The same is true for 
Shioiri Ryiido (BAR%), whose articles include " X u  no Chiigokuteki Rikai to 
Tendai no kzikan" go+EmE@!$t %*4>S@, in the Tiiyo Bunka Kenkyujo Kiyo 
%i+ X(kHRfi#Z! No. 46, 1969; " Tendai S17i~ii no Hatten" X+,g>j+&?Q)gj5$, 
in the book Koza T0y8 Shiso [$$$@g#,g\E,], Vol. 6, Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku 
Shuppan, 1975, a good outline of the development of T'ien-t'ai philosophy in 
China after Chih-i; "Shoki Tendaisan no @danteki Seikaku" aj$JjX+;-C110$hBWiP 
$%, in the Arihon Bukkj'o .Nenpo, El.$(#&+@ No. 39, 1973; "Santai Shiso no Kicho 
to shite no Ke" 2g,v,Eo&$j 2 L -C 4>K, in the lndogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyu 
EflE%{#$hEj3@% Vol. 5, No. 2, 1956, 438-447; and so forth. The faculty also 
includes Tada Kosho (+ 63 $E), Tada Kobun (+ EE T), Ichishima Masao 
(-&iEEj, and many others. 
Other scholars and institutions: 

Some other active T'ien-t'ai scholars include Fukuhara Rytizen (@Rpgg), 
now a t  Bukkyii University in Kyoto; Nitta Masaaki at the Fukui Kenritsu 
Tanki Daigaku $E#Rfi5;.2EdL%; Takahashi Shuei (B@%%) at the Kanaza- 
wa Bunko &j$-T@; Tamaki Koshirii a t  Nihon Daigaku; and so forth. 

2. Recent Trends and Future Areas of Research. 
Japanese scholarship provides a wealth of T'ien-t'ai studies which Western 

scholars can ill afford to ignorc. As a summary I will point out a few topics 
which have been popular in the last few years and some areas which need further 
work. 

The most debated issue of recent years is the meaning and relevance of the 
T'ien-t'ai "Five Periods and Eight Teachings" (;E@/?$h) doctrinal classification 
scheme, and w-hethcr or not the T'ien-t'ai sstG chino i should continue to be used 
as an  introductory text to T'ien-t'ai philosophy.11 Many Japanese scholars 
expressed to me an interest to add to the points made by Sekiguchi and Satti, 
et al., and this theme is sure to come up among Japanese T'ien-t'ai scholars 
again in the future. 

,4 number of Japanese scholars have expressed the need for more work on later 

11) For a discussion of this problem in English see David Chappell's Introduction in Tien-t 'ai 
Bziddhism: A n  Outline o f  the Fourfold Teachings, TTakya: Daiichi Shoba, 1983. 
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(post Chan-jan) Chinese T'ien-t'ai.12 Ikeda Rosan is responding to this need with 
his careful and methodic study of Chih-li's Chiao-hsing-lu. 

One theme which Japanese and Western scholars could work on together is 
the relationship between T'ien-t'ai and the early development of the Ch'an 
tradition. Yanagida Seizan's work on Tun-huang manuscripts has paved the 
way for these studies.13 

Detailed textual studies and annotated translations of Chih-i's major works, 
such as the Fa hua hsiian i and Fa hua wen chu, is an area which needs further 
work. Hirai's work on the Fa hua wen chu is sure to stir up some controversy and 
raise anew the question of the influence of Chi-tsang and others on works com- 
piled by Kuan-ting. The most pressing need, however, is for a comprehensive 
dictionary of T'ien-t'ai technical terms. T'ien-t'ai philosophy is one of the few 
areas of Buddhist studies in Japan for which such a basic reference work is not 
available. 

12) See Ikeda Rosan, "Tendni Kqogaktl no Saikin tio Kenkyti Ddkd to Tenbo" XS&rbOEhO6@?, 
ZW3 2 EP, in the h-omnznwa Daigaku Daignkuin Bukkyogaku Kenkytikai Nenpo %jtiliRk@h&Zf&& 
@W%P%OGr No. 12, 1-15. 

13) See recent work in Early Ch'an in  China and Tibet, Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series No. 5, 
ed. Lewis Lancaster and Whalen Lai, Berkeley: h i a n  Humanities Press, 1983. 




